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Gaining Success as a Woman 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
  ...} '&% وا#"! ال{...  :ن

  ؟... 34 أي 0/.ل؟ ا,+*(:ب

  ...}ا#"ج6ء '&% و{...  :ن

,?%ا QQQ اP %F.جO , ,?%ا 0.شM+0 3( وا9J  ,K09LE .0 .FیH آ&G,GD ,?%ا واDE .0 .F%اشآ.ن,  ا,?*%ب دا>. ;:89.:ب

aP QQQ` هDE , .V_F 3%اZ >( ه^ي ا,[M%ة 9TE,] Zن وZت هVW.F 3. , '.دي 6Eوج و TE%ك 34 ا,9ار,  دی%'.دي

.VEذا `c; %TdE ,.V_F 33 هaP ...ا eه%TE QQQ .34 ن راه fg,ا h9:; 3,أ Gه `aP i_F 3,أ ej.آ QQQا%Dی i8ا , h9:;

 )*a+ی i8ا fg,ا,?*%ب ا QQQ 34 k 9?g,او ا%DE .V8ة ا%P 9م , ا,?%اLE3 34 أي:dی QQQ , mc'3 ا:dة ی%&nت آZ./0 34

آ:Dc.و 0%ا آGraق , taxiآGraق , taxiیd:3 آ:Dc.و >od ا,?%ات Dc:0.و 0%ا ;:9ه. ;:9ه. ا,fg اV8. دی%هH ا,?/.Zت 

train , sn0 و 0%ا.Dc:آ e3 ذوك ا,?&.دی:dی)TJ G8.آ Hدی.ل ا,%ج.ل ه O&?,.< O&0 , تZ3 و:dی OcFدا `aPHV&, [cFد .

. 34 ال QQQ 34 ا,O0GMg أ,3 هQQQ sn0 QQQpositions e&,.; H آFta^ , ,?%ا وZت ;:9ه. O8.M0 آT&%ةآ.ن G4G+8 ان 

آ&?. eg8 G,GD8 , آa+.رك 34 آ( شQQQ3 ;:89. یd:3 آ:+G4G یd:3 وZت ,?%ا 0%ا , رة دی.ل ا,?ar0 QQQuc+.;:89. ا0%ا 

 G8و.daی HV_Lن آZ )9 ا,%اج&< .Vش 0.ی9یG8و.dE .0 `,ا , v?a/?,ن اGM4.ش( '.دي ی QQQ .V8ا `c; شG?cMa:4?. آ e&:0

ir4.:aره. آ%gaن , آZ w4.:E نGMی KrL0. ی wMd,.<Z ون.dE eن ا,3 0. آ.ی `aP 3ن شGME ش 0. '.ديG8و.dE

Oج.P , 3,ا sn0 و.Dc:4 .V&4 .8أ,3 ا O!34 ا,?9ر e&!ا,?9ر O&Tc'تاs&d,ا e0 . ی.مZا h^ان ,?%ا 34 ه `Dca3آxdaه3 آ ,

 .VEذا [TnE O&'.<)ا,%اج e0 %nا3:8. اآ K4%d8 .0 , QQQ 34 ال `aP و HrD,34 ا HV?,انا `Dcaآ O!ا,?/.ل دی.ل ا,9را 

, >.'3 '&% یugy, '&% یe&P 34`D!G?c, v?r ان ,ZGد >.'3 یD%او ;ZG, `cد 34 اHV8 ;:9هH ر'OT اآT, %n:.ت 

mdc3 '&% ی'.< . [:T,اZ ,جGج Hول دی%ه.gaول . آ.gaآ .V8Z O!9راc, O&?اه `xdaآ eM, 0. و hرا KEا%J .0 `,ا

 Zاو Oج.P 3ش `aP ن '.ديZ .V!را [TnE 3*Ta9 0. ;:آPواHc; ى ا,0. ;:9وش , 9وشGar?,ا QQQ 34 0. ال.Dn

v?a/?,34 ا O8.M0 9وش:; .   

 
 
English translation: 

 
N: [Inaudible question] 
B: In relation to what? Work? 
N: [Inaudible comment] 
B: In the old days in Morocco people used to say that the woman cannot go to school and 
that it is not a problem if she does not work because she will eventually stay at home. 
Nowadays, it is no longer like that because she is now the one who has to go to school 
and be able to express herself; she can prove that she, too, has the capacity to study and 
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get a job. Alhamdulillah1, in Morocco the woman has the full freedom to study and work 
in most sectors. You can find women who are taxi drivers, train drivers and in other 
sectors which used to be completely dominated by men, but which women can also take 
part in now. We also can see that women are becoming very important, and now they 
have high positions in the government. The adviser of the king is a woman. She [the 
woman] has become a participant in all aspects of the society; she cooperates with the 
man because, if they don’t, the society will fail. I am not talking about the argument that, 
if she studies, she competes with the men; instead of competition we have cooperation. 
For instance, in the school I work at, most teachers are women. Nowadays, we can see 
that women are trying to prove themselves more than men are. Even in the classroom, 
you can see that the girls have more desire to study in comparison to the boys. The boys 
spend time listening to music and playing, but the girls combine both but they give more 
attention to their studies because, if they don’t study hard, they will not have anything. 
This is due to the fact that, today, if the person does not have an education, he/she does 
not have a position in the society.   
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1 Alhamdulillah: Thank God (literally: “Praise Allah”): An Arabic expression used in a variety of contexts, 
but most often to express thankfulness for or an awareness of grace in any good thing. 


